Dream Works Karting Supply is proud to represent the Tillett Racing Seat product line. Tillett Racing
Seats are known worldwide for their high performing quality line of kart racing seats and accessories. A
variety of shapes, sizes and rigidity give a driver the opportunity to maximize their karts performance.
T11
With young drivers growing even taller, there was a need to lower the body weight. The T11 was
designed to obtain the lowest driving position while at the same time an upright shoulder position which
allows the driver to retain full control of their karts without upsetting the weight distribution through
the corners. Utilizing its signature “Flat Bottom” design, the T11 can be mounted lower in the kart than
any other seat. This creates a very favorable low center of gravity. The T11 is handmade and available
in a wide variety of sizes and rigidity. The T11 is offered in two special sizes – Harvey and Manetti.
These seats fall between Small and Medium Small, with the Harvey being the smaller of the two. With
so many young drivers in this range, the additional sizes allow for a nearly custom fit. The T11 has
become one of the best selling seats in the US market.
T8
The T8 is the most popular seat made by Tillett. The shape of the T8 is very similar to that of the T7;
both have the 63 degree driving angle and the same excellent comfort and depth. The only difference
between the two shapes is that the T8 is slightly smaller at the top and slightly bigger at the bottom.
The T8 was the first kart seat to be made using the RTM production method. This system makes strong
fiberglass moldings with uniform quality and thickness, the process also speeds up production, keeping
the T8 price below that of the hand laid models. The composite quality of the T8 is perfect and the two
smooth sides keep a professional image throughout the life of the seat. The T8 is available uncovered, ¼
partial cover or full cover.
T8 Hand
The T8 hand laid seat process allows the T8 shape and design to be available in the various rigidity
options critical to professional drivers. This seat is available in the Cut Down versions, Small and
Medium Small, essential to young drivers. Other sizes available by special order.
T9
The T9 shape is the same as the T8 but with a 58 degree seating angle. The 58 degree angle drops the
drivers head and shoulders giving a lower center of gravity and better aerodynamics. This is especially
important for taller drivers. The T9 is another seat made by the hand laid process. The T9 is a great
combination of comfort and performance / durability.
T9.5
The T9.5 is again a handmade seat and is an even more inclined 48 degree version of the T9. This seat
suits taller drivers wishing to lower their center of gravity even further than the T9 or T11. Ideal for road
race applications.

T10
The T10 is a hand laid seat available in the XXL size. The sizing allows for a larger seat in the uncovered
version as well as the same shape in the ¼ covered make.
T5
The T5 is a new seat for 2014. Filling a gap between the T8 C and the T11 XS, the XScd T5 Rev size is
popular with the 10 to 12 year old Cadet/Mini kart drivers. Available in standard or VG flexible, this is
sure to be a popular seat with Rotax, Rok, and Tag Jr drivers. The T5 offers the upright driving
position of the T8 coupled with the flat bottom design and handmade quality of the T11.

T7
The first “Tillett Seats” were designed as fully covered seats and the T7 remains a popular seat of this
type. It is a slightly deeper seat, which gives more support, not only for the ribs but also for the legs.
The cover gives a non-slip surface and the thin but effective padding below the surface protects the
body from damage. The T7 has a flat area on the base to help get the seat low in the chassis and the
front edge has 2cm removed to enable more seat movement within the chassis. The extra side depth
makes it a good choice for someone with rib problems and has been reserved in the larger sizes with the
comfort factor as #1. The T7 is available in XXL and XXXL with the full range of sizes available by special
order.
Available Rigidities
The T11 and T8 seats are available in multiple rigidities (flexibilities). Our T11 line includes Standard, VG,
and “t” variations. The VG is a flexible version, while the “t” falls in between Standard and VG. Our T8
line includes the Standard and VG variations. Please see available sizes and covering options in the pages
to follow.

The complete Tillett line includes more than the above listed seats. Any item can be specially ordered if
requested through Dream Works Karting Supply, LLC.

